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Abstract. Space charge dynamics under sinusoidal voltages are calculated based on bipolar 
charge transport model. The effects of AC voltage amplitude and frequency on current densities, 
electroluminescence intensities and space charge densities are investigated. It is shown that the 
carrier densities increase with the increase of AC voltage amplitude, but the thickness of the space 
charge layer approximately unchanged. The frequency of AC voltage has no effects on space 
charge dynamics when the frequency reaches the order of ten.  
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1. Introduction 

Space charge accumulation and dissipation plays a significant role in dielectric material 
degradation [1-4]. In the past twenty years, many efforts are devoted to studying space charge 
characteristics when DC voltage is applied, but much less efforts are devoted to studying space 
charge dynamics when AC voltage is applied [5-9]. The possible reason for this phenomenon is 
that the small numerical density and the small thickness of space charge layer under AC stress 
make experiment and simulation difficult [10-12]. As many polymer based equipments are under 
AC stress condition, it is necessary to understand space charge behavior when AC voltage is 
applied and to evaluate its influence on long term performance. 

Baudoin et al. proposed a bipolar charge transport model which can describe the 
electroluminescence in polymers under AC stress condition [13]. The space charge behaviors 
under triangular, sinusoidal and square 50 Hz voltages are compared through electroluminescence 
densities, electric fields and net charge densities. In the model, charge injection is assumed to be 
exponential functional approximation, which has no physical meaning. Zhao et al. have simulated 
space charge dynamics in polymers under AC electric field with different voltage amplitude and 
frequency based on the bipolar model [14]. In their model, parameters, charge generation and the 
source term are the same as those used in DC stress. Charge injection is assumed to obey the 
Schottky law, which seems more reasonable. However, it is proved that this model is impossible 
to reproduce the electroluminescence intensity [13]. The novelty of this paper is to model space 
charge dynamics in dielectric materials under AC electric field by using the bipolar model similar 
with that of Baudoin et al. but assuming Schottky injection, which is more reasonable than the 
results of Baudoin et al. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. The governing equations such as the continuity, 
transport, and Poisson equations, boundary conditions to describe injection and extraction from 
the electrodes and numerical scheme to solve the governing equations are introduced in Section 2. 
The effects of AC voltage amplitude and frequency on electroluminescence intensities, current 
densities and space charge densities are presented in Section 3. A summary of the results are 
presented in Section 4. 
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2. Bipolar model 

2.1. Control equations 

The model includes the continuity, transport and the Poisson equation, which is based on 
bipolar injection from the electrodes, bipolar transport and recombination of positive and negative 
charges. The equations are of the form [2]. 

Continuity: 𝜕𝑛𝑒,ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑡 + 1𝑒 𝜕𝑗𝑒,ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥 = 𝑠𝑒,ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡). (1)

Transport: 𝑗𝑒,ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝜇𝑒,ℎ𝐸(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑛𝑒,ℎ𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑡). (2)

Poisson: 𝜕𝐸(𝑥, 𝑡)𝜕𝑥 = 𝑒(𝑛ℎ − 𝑛𝑒)𝜀 , (3)

where 𝑛 is the densities of electrons or holes, 𝑗 is the conduction current density of electrons or 
holes, 𝑒 is electron charge, 𝑠 is the generation term due to recombination, 𝜇 is the mobility of 
electrons or holes, 𝐸 is the electric field, 𝜀 is the relative permittivity. The subscript “𝑒” and “ℎ” 
refer to the electrons and holes, respectively. The superscript “𝑓” refers to the mobile part of 
electrons or holes, which is related to the total carrier density as shown in Ref. [1]. The generation 
term resulting from recombination processes can be written: 𝑠𝑒,ℎ = 𝑆1𝑛𝑒𝑓 𝑛ℎ − 𝑛ℎ𝑓 + 𝑆2 𝑛𝑒 − 𝑛𝑒𝑓 𝑛ℎ𝑓, (4)

where 𝑆  is the recombination coefficients for pairs of mobile electrons and trapped holes, and 𝑆  
is the recombination coefficients for pairs of trapped electrons and mobile holes. 

Charge injection is based on Schottky law, and the injection flux is of the form [1]: 

𝑗 (0, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝑇 exp −𝑒𝑤𝑘 𝑇 exp 𝑒𝑘 𝑇 𝑒𝐸(0, 𝑡)4𝜋𝜀 , (5)

𝑗 (𝑑, 𝑡) = 𝐴𝑇 exp −𝑒𝑤𝑘 𝑇 exp 𝑒𝑘 𝑇 𝑒𝐸(𝑑, 𝑡)4𝜋𝜀 , (6)

where 𝑗  and 𝑗  are injection current for electrons and holes, respectively. 𝐴 = 1.2×106 Am-2K-2 is 
the Richardson constant, 𝑘  is Boltzmann constant, 𝑤  is the injection barrier height for  
electrons, 𝑤  are the injection barrier height for holes. 

Suppose that the electrodes are free extraction, the extraction fluxes are: 𝑗 (𝑑, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝜇 𝐸(𝑑, 𝑡)𝑛 (𝑑, 𝑡), (7)𝑗 (0, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝜇 𝐸(0, 𝑡)𝑛 (0, 𝑡), (8)

where 𝑑 is the thickness of polymer thin film. The Eq. (5)-(8) are the boundary conditions of 
charge carrier densities. 
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The overall conduction current density is: 

𝑗 (𝑡) = 𝑗 (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑗 (𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑. (9)

Assume the electroluminescence intensity is proportional to the combination rate, the 
electroluminescence can be expressed by: 

EL = (𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑠 (𝑥, 𝑡))𝑑𝑥 𝑑. (10)

The boundary conditions for Poisson equation are as follows. The potential of the anode  
(𝑥 = 𝑑) set to the sinusoidal voltage, and the potential of the cathode (𝑥 = 0) set to zero. 

2.2. Numerical scheme 

The 100 μm polymer thin film is divided into 2000 elements, which are tightened close to the 
electrodes and loosen in the middle of the dielectrics. For example, there are 50 elements within 
a distance of 10 nm from the electrodes. The reason for using variable space length is that 
thickness of space charge layer when AC voltage is applied is much thinner than that when DC 
voltage is applied. The time step Δ𝑡 is selected according to the CFL condition, whose typical 
value is 2.0×10-5 s. It is noted that the continuity equations are the convection diffusion equation, 
so numerical algorithm to solve the continuity equations is important for simulating space charge 
behaviors. Three-order flux limiter is applied to solve the continuity equations because it is proved 
that three-order flux limiter can restrain numerical diffusion and retain positivity when we 
simulated the space charge behaviors under DC electric field, which is described in detail in Ref 
[2]. Second order difference method is used to solve the Poisson equation. In every time step the 
carrier density, electric field, current density and electroluminescence are output to a data file. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Effects of amplitude 

Sinusoidal voltage with initial phase 0° and frequency 50 Hz is applied to the anode. The 
duration of simulation is 5 s. Parameters used in the model are taken from Ref. [13]. 
Electroluminescence intensities under different AC voltage amplitudes are shown in Fig. 1. It can 
be seen that electroluminescence intensity approximately unchanged over time when the AC 
voltage peak is 2 kV. The fluctuation of the electroluminescence intensity is greater with the 
increase of the voltage amplitude. The reason is that more electrons and holes are injected from 
the electrodes with the increase of the voltage amplitude. However, the difference of the maximum 
and the minimum electroluminescence intensity is small even when the AC voltage peak is 10 kV. 
It is indicated that there is no obvious charge accumulation near the electrodes, and the 
recombination event is due to the initial electrons and holes.  

Current densities under different AC voltage amplitudes are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen 
that the phase difference between the AC voltages and current densities is 180°. With the increase 
of the voltage amplitude, the peak of the current density is greater. 

Electron densities near the cathode under different AC voltage amplitudes are shown in Fig. 3. 
It can be seen that when the AC voltage peak is 2 kV, there is no charge layer generated near the 
cathode. The electron density near the cathode becomes smaller than that in the bulk, for the 
electrons generated are less than the electrons drifted by the electric field. When the AC voltage 
peak is 6 kV, the electron layer is formed at 𝑡 =5 ms and 15 ms. The thickness of the electron 
layer is about 0.3 nm. When the AC voltage peak is 10 kV, the maximum of electron density is 
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ten times that under 6 kV peak AC voltage. 
Hole densities near the anode under different AC voltage amplitudes are shown in Fig. 4. It 

can be seen that even when the AC voltage peak is 2 kV, there is hole layer generated near the 
anode at 𝑡 = 5 ms and 15 ms. It is because the hole injection barrier is smaller than electron 
injection barrier, more holes are injected from the anode under the same electric field than 
electrons from the cathode. When the AC voltage peak is 6 kV, the maximum of hole density is 
1.0×1010 m-3. When the AC voltage peak is 10 kV, the maximum of hole density is  
1.0×1011 m-3. The thickness of the hole layer is about 0.4 nm. It is indicated that the amplitude 
has strong effects on space charge dynamics in polyethylene. However, as the frequency is 50 Hz, 
the influence is maintained only at the positive and negative peak voltage. 

 
Fig. 1. Electroluminescence intensities  
under different AC voltage amplitudes 

 
Fig. 2. Current densities under  

different AC voltage amplitudes 
 

 
Fig. 3. Electron densities under different AC voltage 

amplitudes: a) 2 kV, b) 6 kV and c) 10 kV 

 
Fig. 4. Hole densities under different AC voltage 

amplitudes: a) 2 kV, b) 6 kV and c) 10 kV 

3.2. Effects of frequency 

Electroluminescence intensities under different frequencies are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen 
that electroluminescence intensities are the same when the frequencies are 50 Hz and 100 Hz, and 
there is a slight difference between 10 Hz and 50 Hz when the phase angle is 0° and 180°. 

Current densities under different frequencies are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the current 
density are almost the same under different frequencies. Electron densities under different 
frequencies are shown in Fig. 7. The current densities are also the same under different frequencies. 
It is indicated that when the frequency reaches the order of ten, the frequency has no effects on 
space charge accumulation in polyethylene when AC voltage is applied. 
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Fig. 5. Electroluminescence intensities  

under different frequencies 

 
Fig. 6. Current densities under  

different frequencies 

 
Fig. 7. Electron densities under different frequencies: a) 10 Hz, b) 50 Hz and c) 100 Hz 

4. Conclusions 

Space charge behaviors in polyethylene when AC voltage is applied are simulated based on 
bipolar model assuming Schottky injection. The effects of AC voltage amplitude and frequency 
on current densities, electroluminescence intensities and space charge densities are investigated. 
It is found that the carrier densities increase with the increase of the AC voltage amplitude, but 
the thickness of the space charge layer changed a little. When the frequency reaches the order of 
ten, the frequency has no effects on space charge behaviors in polyethylene. 
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